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SKIPPER’S LIBRARY

ISBN: 9781912621088

WEATHER AT SEA
Cruising skipper’s guide to the weather
Simon Rowell

Understand the weather from a 
practical, on the water, sailor’s 
point of view. This book goes 
through global, regional and 
then local weather patterns, 
putting them in context with 
real situations to enable you 
to apply weather theory to 
practical sailing scenarios. This 
will increase your enjoyment 
and safety when out on the 
water. 

available
in ebookPaperback • 240 x 170 mm • 96pp • £14.99

SHORT-HANDED SAILING
Sailing solo or short-handed
Alastair Buchan 2nd edition

This book shows you everything 
you need to know about 
handling a boat alone or 
short-handed, from choosing 
a suitable craft to passage 
planning, manoeuvring, sleep 
management and watch 
keeping. Full of photographs 
and diagrams, this practical 
book will demonstrate how to 
operate in coastal, offshore and 
ocean waters.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912177226

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 168pp • £16.99

MULTIHULL SEAMANSHIP
An A-Z of skills for catamarans & trimarans
Gavin Le Sueur 2nd edition

An A-Z of seamanship skills 
needed to understand and 
enjoy catamarans and trimarans 
to their utmost. Racing and 
cruising yachts are catered for, 
as are trailer-able multihulls.  
Derived from the author’s own 
extensive experience, built on 
through others sharing their 
knowledge and illustrated with 
delightful line drawings.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912177080

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 148pp • £14.99

ISBN: 9781912621095

MASTERING NAVIGATION AT SEA
De-mystifying navigation for the cruising skipper
Paul Boissier

Thoughtfully written to help 
yachtsmen enjoy the sea, and 
to do so safely. It’s not another 
navigation textbook – it’s 
well-informed, easy to read 
and honest. With a lifetime’s 
experience at sea, the author 
brings the subject to life to help 
sailors refresh their knowledge 
of, and enthusiasm for, the 
timeless skills of navigation. 

available
in ebookPaperback • 240 x 170 mm • 208pp • £17.99

ISBN: 9781912177233

SAIL AWAY
How to escape the rat race & live the dream
Nicola Rodriguez 2nd edition

Inspiration and practical 
advice to help you escape 
the daily grind, guiding you 
through the planning for and 
enjoyment of the adventure 
of a lifetime. This essential 
guide contains information on 
everything the 21st century 
blue-water sailor needs to 
consider, from choosing a boat 
to crossing oceans, including 
safety, communications and 
budgeting.

available
in ebookPaperback • 240 x 170 mm • 248pp • £18.99

A SERIES OF PRACTICAL GUIDES 
FOR THE CRUISING SKIPPER

NEW

NEW TOP 20
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ILLUSTRATED SEAMANSHIP   Ropes & ropework, boat handling, anchoring 2nd edition

ISBN: 9781909911567

Modern yachts brim with 
equipment allowing them to be 
used without much knowledge 
of seamanship. Yet increasingly 
yachts require outside 
assistance. This book shows 
the techniques all boat users 
should be familiar with about 
rope handling, manoeuvring 
and anchoring.

ILLUSTRATED NAVIGATION   Traditional, electronic & celestial navigation 3rd edition

ISBN: 9781909911581

GPS and chart plotters have 
made navigation simple, but 
still require understanding 
and back-up. This book shows 
how to navigate traditionally 
(compass, log & plotter); using 
electronic aids (GPS, radar & 
chart plotter); and using the sun 
& stars (celestial navigation).

Beautiful, uniquely illustrated nautical manuals from the Norwegian sailor

Ivar Dedekam’s

ILLUSTRATED NAUTICAL MANUALS

ALL  Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • £13.99

available
in ebook

ILLUSTRATED SAIL & RIG TUNING   Genoa / mainsail trim, spinnaker & gennaker, rig tuning

How to trim your sails and rig 
for maximum performance. 
With a revolutionary approach, 
this guide tackles the practical 
and realistic elements of tuning 
your boat, plus the theory of sail 
aerodynamics. 

ISBN: 9781898660675

TOP 10

84pp

84pp

80pp

ILLUSTRATED NAUTICAL MANUALS

available
in ebook

available
in ebook
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SOUTHERN IRELAND
Robert Wilcox

Discover wide open seas, 
plentiful, secluded anchorages 
and beautiful scenery from 
Shannon Estuary to St George’s 
Channel.

ISBN: 9780470713815 1st edition • 256pp • £29.99

CRUISING COMPANIONS
Local Knowledge Ashore and Afloat

A unique blend of pilotage and boating information with a wealth 

of historical detail and advice on the best places ashore. Covering 

tides, weather, hazards, shipping, coastal detail, planning, tactics and 

waypoints with in depth information on approaches, harbours and 

anchorages. Stunning aerial photography and charts throughout.

‘The East Coast yachtsman’s 
bible’. It covers the rivers, creeks, 
shoals and swatchways of the 
Thames Estuary, extending from 
Lowestoft to Ramsgate.

available
in ebook

EAST COAST RIVERS
Janet Harber

ISBN: 9781909911512 20th edition • 208pp • £34.99

TURKEY
Emma Watson

Covering the Mediterranean 
and Aegean coastline between 
Izmir and Antalya, this will 
guide you perfectly round one 
of the Mediterranean’s most 
idyllic cruising grounds.

ISBN: 9780470721667 1st edition • 224pp • £34.99

NORTH BRITTANY &  
CHANNEL ISLANDS
Peter & Jane Cumberlidge

From the Alderney Race to 
the Chenal du Four, this guide 
covers the whole North Brittany 
coast, Channel Islands and 
west side of the Cherbourg 
peninsula.

ISBN: 9781912621330 3rd edition • 288pp • £42.50

SOLENT
Derek Aslett

Centred on Cowes and covering 
the area from Keyhaven and 
Yarmouth to Chichester and 
Bembridge, this guide delves 
into the spiritual home of 
sailing.

ISBN: 9781909911468 3rd edition • 160pp • £34.99

available
in ebook

WEST COUNTRY
Mark Fishwick 

The definitive sailing 
guide for the alluring 
coastline, ports and 
rivers of Dorset, Devon, 
Cornwall and the Isles 
of Scilly.

ISBN: 9781912621057 9th edition • 272pp • £42.50

available
in ebook

ALL  Hardback • 303 x 214 mm

PILOT GUIDES

TOP 20NEW

Published: April 2021

TOP 20

available
in ebook

NEW
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PRACTICAL COMPANIONS

A summary of 
everything the skipper 
and crew need to 
know – or find out 
quickly – when 
cruising; from lights, 
shapes and sound 
signals to knots, 
ropes and engine 
troubleshooting.

COCKPIT COMPANION
Basil Mosenthal  2nd edition

ISBN: 9781909911208

All the weather 
information 
people find hard to 
remember, including 
Sea Areas, Coastal 
Stations, cloud 
systems, how to 
predict the weather 
around lows and 
highs, times of 
broadcasts, the terms 
used in broadcasts 
and much more.

WEATHER COMPANION
Tim Bartlett

ISBN: 9781898660590

NEW CREW’S COMPANION
Basil Mosenthal 2nd edition

Everything a new 
yacht crew needs to 
know before stepping 
aboard, including 
what clothes to bring; 
what the things on the 
deck are called; how 
to help with the sails 
and other deckwork; 
safety and life aboard.

ISBN: 9781909911192

NAVIGATION COMPANION
Tim Davison 2nd edition

Navigation is one 
of the cornerstones 
of cruising, and 
this covers all the 
essentials for easy 
onboard use. Learn 
how to find out where 
you are and proceed 
to your destination.

ISBN: 9781912177196

NAUTICAL CALCULATION
Alastair Buchan

Every calculation 
needed for coastal and 
offshore navigation, 
plus all the frequently 
needed (but often 
forgotten) equations 
and formulae needed 
afloat. Each topic is 
followed by a worked 
example, and line 
drawings to illustrate 
the processes.

ISBN: 9780470518793

PASSAGE PLANNING COMPANION
Alastair Buchan 2nd edition

Your guide to writing 
a clear and logical 
passage plan, covering 
routing, pilotage, 
points of departure, 
landfalls, weather, 
tides, currents, 
safe havens, lights, 
communications, 
watchkeeping, safety, 
rations, fuel supplies, 
stowage and briefing.

ISBN: 9781912177967

ALL  Spiral bound • splash-proof • 222 x 80 mm • 24pp • £7.99

TOP 20

PRACTICAL
COMPANIONS
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PRACTICAL COMPANIONS

A quick reference 
guide to boat 
electrics covering 
formulae, tools, 
anodes, protection, 
multimeters, 
soldering, AC power, 
testing, wiring, 
batteries, connections 
and power 
consumption.

ELECTRICS COMPANION
Pat Manley

ISBN: 9781898660958

All the information 
needed to keep your 
diesel engine running, 
including checklists, 
troubleshooting, 
cooling, overheating, 
fuel, lubrication, 
electrics, servicing 
and winterisation.

DIESEL COMPANION
Pat Manley 2nd edition

ISBN: 9781912177950

A guide to repairing 
a fibreglass boat 
achieving a lasting, 
strong & invisible 
repair. The equipment, 
tools & material you 
need are detailed, 
followed by the 8 
stages of glassfibre 
repair: from the vital 
initial preparation to 
the final polish.

GRP REPAIR COMPANION
Pete & Penni Vincent

ISBN: 9781912177301

FIRST AID COMPANION
Sandra Roberts

Most of the first 
aid emergencies 
you could come 
across afloat, 
including drowning, 
unconsciousness, 
external bleeding, 
immersion, 
hypothermia 
and more. Clear 
instructions how to 
deal with them.

ISBN: 9780470682067

EMERGENCY COMPANION
Jon Winge

Covering everything 
from fires, leaks, 
engine trouble and 
emergency steering 
to man overboard, 
first aid, dismasting 
and distress signals, 
this guide has an 
important place on 
board every boat.

ISBN: 9780470748695

Every type of radio 
call, from Mayday 
to calling another 
boat or shore 
station. It also covers 
DSC – by pushing 
the red button you 
can automatically 
summon help and 
transmit your position 
encoded in the 
message.

VHF COMPANION
Sara Hopkinson 2nd edition

ISBN: 9780470714416

ALL  Spiral bound • splash-proof • 222 x 80 mm • 24pp • £7.99

Handy on-the-water 24 page reference guides containing all 

the essential information for when you need it most. Made 

from splash-proof paper allowing them to be kept onboard.
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EXPERT SAILING SKILLS
No-nonsense advice that really works
Tom Cunliffe

A wealth of sailing and 
seamanship skills from the 
best practical articles of 
Yachting Monthly magazine. 
Highly illustrated with photo 
sequences, the breadth of 
wisdom will help sailors at 
every level. Subjects range 
from onboard electrics and 
fixing an engine to sailing 
harmoniously with your partner 
and recovering a casualty.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781119951292

Hardback • 302 x 215 mm • 184pp • £24.99

From the pages of Yachting Monthly 
magazine, discover practical 
skills to make yourself a better 
yachtsman. Covering everything 
from seamanship and life on board 
to navigation and safety, each of 
Cunliffe’s tips is illustrated and 
there’s something for everyone – 
from complete beginner to ocean 
navigator.

200 SKIPPER’S TIPS
Instant skills to improve your seamanship
Tom Cunliffe

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9780470972885

Paperback • 210 x 100 mm • 112pp • £11.99

This is a pocket database containing 
everything the busy skipper finds hard 
to remember. Covering navigation, 
rules of the road, lights and shapes, 
engine troubleshooting, seamanship, 
safety and weather – this is a must-
have reference for first-time skippers, 
as well as a great aide-memoire for 
those with years of experience.

THE SKIPPER’S POCKETBOOK
A pocket database for the busy skipper
Basil Mosenthal & Sara Hopkinson 3rd edition

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912177066

Paperback • 210 x 100 mm • 112pp • £11.99

ISBN: 9780470665299

A yacht can seem a daunting place to 
a new crew. This book gives you the 
basic knowledge to work the boat, be 
safe, have fun… and be asked back for 
more. Devised to be given to new crew 
to read before they arrive at the dock, 
it is also great to be kept on board as a 
quick and easy reference guide.

THE CREW’S POCKETBOOK
The ideal companion for those new to sailing
Tim Davison

available
in ebookPaperback • 210 x 100 mm • 112pp • £11.99

SEAMANSHIP

BOAT HANDLING UNDER SAIL & POWER
Bill Anderson & Tom Cunliffe

Learn how to handle your 
yacht smoothly, safely and 
without fuss. Discover how to 
assess your boat’s individual 
characteristics, read the wind 
and stream, and recognise the 
impossible manoeuvre, plus 
learn how to cope if the engine 
fails or someone falls overboard.

ISBN: 9781898660156

Paperback • 240 x 171 mm • 96pp • £12.95

CRUISING: A SKIPPER’S GUIDE
John Mellor

Discover what it takes to be a 
good skipper with lessons on 
preparation, boat handling and 
passage planning; helping to 
make your cruising safer, more 
efficient and more enjoyable.

ISBN: 9781898660668

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 96pp • £12.95
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CELESTIAL NAVIGATION
Tom Cunliffe

Master one of the oldest 
mariner’s arts in easy stages. 
From taking your first sight 
to plotting your position, this 
book will enable you to master 
the sextant and navigate using 
the sun, moon, planets and 
stars. Photographs, charts and 
diagrams are used throughout 
to illustrate concepts and aid 
learning.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9780470666333

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 80pp • £11.99

TOP 10

COASTAL & OFFSHORE NAVIGATION
Tom Cunliffe

Discover what the modern 
yacht navigator needs to 
know for a stress-free voyage 
along the coast and out of 
sight of land. Learn how to 
stay safe using techniques 
from non-electronic 
essentials through to the 
latest in electronic chart 
plotters. Suitable for those 
at Day Skipper level. Full of 
photos, charts and diagrams.

ISBN: 9780470753903

Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 160pp • £14.99
available
in ebook

INSHORE NAVIGATION
Tom Cunliffe

Get out on the water and 
start navigating. This book 
is designed to enable you 
to safely navigate familiar 
waters by day. Subjects 
covered include using charts 
and GPS, plotting a fix and 
an estimated position, 
recognising navigation 
marks, working out what 
the tide is doing and the 
essentials of passage 
planning.

ISBN: 9780470753897

Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 120pp • £14.99
available
in ebook

PRACTICAL NAVIGATION  
FOR THE MODERN BOAT OWNER
Pat Manley

Using a combination of 
modern and traditional 
methods this book leads 
you through all the aspects 
of boat navigation. The 
practical approach ensures 
that although modern 
electronic methods remain 
at the forefront, readers will 
never lack in knowledge to 
navigate their boat safely in 
any circumstance.

ISBN: 9780470516133

Hardback • 217 x 175 mm • 200pp • £19.99
available
in ebook

NAVIGATION: A NEWCOMER’S GUIDE
Sara Hopkinson 3rd edition

This book tackles navigation 
from scratch, uses no jargon 
and features graphics instead 
of words wherever possible. 
Subjects covered include charts, 
giving a position, tides, course 
to steer, passage planning and 
much more. With this book you 
need never be lost again!

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912621040

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 96pp • £12.99

NAVIGATION

available
in ebook

UNDERSTANDING A NAUTICAL CHART
A practical guide to safe navigation
Paul Boissier 2nd edition

This book explains how charts 
are compiled before guiding 
you through the elements 
that make up these vital 
navigational tools. Improve your 
understanding of charts and 
you will navigate with increased 
safety and confidence. Also 
includes the Symbols and 
Abbreviations Used on 
Admiralty Charts (5011) in full.

ISBN: 9781912177073

Paperback • 297 x 210 mm • 200pp • £19.99

TOP 20
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THE INSIDER’S GUIDE TO 
CHOOSING & BUYING A YACHT
New & used: decide with confidence
Duncan Kent

Practical advice to ensure 
you choose the right yacht 
for your sailing needs and 
budget. Expert guidance takes 
potential buyers through every 
stage of the process, from 
conducting your own boat test 
to protecting your investment, 
and much more.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9780470972694

Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 224pp • £16.99

PRACTICAL SKILLS

LEARN THE NAUTICAL RULES OF THE ROAD
The essential guide to the COLREGs
Paul Boissier  2nd edition

Understanding the 
International Regulations for 
Preventing Collisions at Sea 
(COLREGs) is essential for 
anyone venturing onto the 
water. Aimed at yachtsmen, 
this book is also useful for 
professional mariners. The 
intention and application of 
each rule is explained, plus 
there are quick tips and test 
sections.

ISBN: 9781912177158
Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 168pp • £14.99

available
in ebook

Learn how to use your VHF 
DSC radio, from licensing 
the equipment and gaining 
the operator certificate 
to performing each type 
of call. Each procedure is 
clearly illustrated to show 
how the radio is used on 
passage to communicate 
with marinas, other vessels 
and the Coastguard.

VHF AFLOAT
Sara Hopkinson 3rd edition

ISBN: 9780470758588
Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 80pp • £11.99

available
in ebook

THE SAILOR’S BOOK OF THE WEATHER
Simon Keeling

Introducing the key 
principles that influence 
the weather, this book gives 
sailors the tools to forecast 
from observations and make 
the most of the available 
information. Illustrated 
with charts and beautiful 
photographs, this is a must 
for anyone who ventures 
onto the water, whatever 
your experience.

ISBN: 9780470998038

Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 168pp • £14.99
available
in ebook

FIRST AID AFLOAT   Instant advice on dealing with 
medical emergencies at sea
Sandra Roberts

Aimed at the novice 
first-aider, this is intended 
to be used at the time of 
the accident or illness. 
Each topic is designed 
to be read at a glance 
and, where appropriate, 
photo sequences show 
exactly what to do. Topics 
covered range from 
bleeding, burns and bites to 
fractures, hypothermia and 
resuscitation.

ISBN: 9780470682074

Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 128pp • £14.99
available
in ebook

ESSENTIAL BOAT RADAR
Your no-nonsense introduction to radar
Bill Johnson

Learn what it does and 
doesn’t do; how to make 
simple adjustments; the 
confusions and anomalies 
that the picture can present; 
the intricacies of a modern 
digital (raster) set. Plus, the 
key elements to consider 
when buying and installing 
on your boat.

ISBN: 9780470778111
Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 110pp • £14.99

available
in ebook
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SIMPLE BOAT MAINTENANCE
Pat Manley

This book welcomes you to the 
world of boat maintenance. Each 
job is rated for difficulty on a scale 
of 1-5, explained in simple steps 
and illustrated with photographs 
and diagrams. 

ISBN: 9781909911130

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 160pp 
£15.00

ESSENTIAL BOAT ELECTRICS
Pat Manley

Learn how to carry out the many 
electrical jobs on board properly 
and safely. Included are tutorials, 
from using a multimeter, wiring 
and protecting a circuit to 
troubleshooting electrical faults. 

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911109

Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 152pp 
£14.99

DIESEL TROUBLESHOOTER
Don Seddon

Great for fixing yachts, motor 
cruisers and canal boats. The 
essentials are all covered: good 
engine practice, preventative 
maintenance and troubleshooting. 
For those who want to know more, 
there is also information on fuel, 
cooling, lubrication and installation.

ISBN: 9781898660811

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 98pp 
£12.99

available
in ebook

available
in ebook

BOAT MAINTENANCE GUIDES

TOP 20
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THE RESTORATION HANDBOOK 
FOR YACHTS
Enric Rosello 2nd edition

A beautifully-presented 
manual on how to give a GRP 
cruising yacht a complete 
overhaul. It is filled with 
hundreds of colour photo-
sequences, which detail how 
to replace the engine, hatches, 
electrics, plumbing, rigging, 
gelcoat and much more.

ISBN: 9781912177134

Paperback • 286 x 208 mm • 262pp • £19.99
available
in ebook

UNDERSTANDING YACHT DESIGN
For boat buyers, owners & novice yacht designers
Ian Nicolson

A great book on yacht design 
for novice designers who want 
to use pencil and paper or 
CAD; boat owners who wish 
to modify the hull, rig, deck 
layout or accommodation; and 
those looking to buy.

ISBN: 9781898660828

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 126pp • £15.99

MAINTENANCE, DESIGN & POWER 

Perfect for anyone 
thinking about going 
afloat in any powered 
craft up to 30 ft long. Boat 
handling, rules of the 
road, mooring and safety 
are covered, plus all the 
key facts needed for the 
required exams. A brilliant 
introduction for beginners 
and a great refresher for 
those more experienced.

ISBN: 9780470697283

available
in ebookPaperback • 210 x 170 mm • 192pp • £16.99

POWERBOATING - THE RIB & SPORTSBOAT HANDBOOK
Peter White                3rd edition

A summary of all the key things you 
need to know when powerboating. 
Covering the rules of the road, launching 
& recovery, manoeuvring, first aid & man 
overboard as well as troubleshooting.

ISBN: 9781912177202

Spiral bound • splash-proof • 222 x 80 mm • 24pp • £7.99

POWERBOATING COMPANION
Peter White 2nd edition

A step-by-step guide that 
takes you through the basic 
principles, preparing to go 
to sea, your first voyage & 
safety at sea. It includes 
advice on choosing and 
buying a motorboat, 
essential equipment, boat 
handling, tides, weather & 
navigation, all taken from 
courses delivered by the 
UK’s biggest sailing school, 
the UKSA.
ISBN: 9781912177288

Paperback • 197 x 152 mm • 192pp • £16.99

MOTORBOATING
Barry Pickthall 2nd edition

available
in ebook
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KNOTS, SAILS & RIGGING

Beginning with the 10 
knots everyone needs 
to know, this heavily 
illustrated book also 
covers bends, hitches, 
loops, bindings, fishing 
knots, splicing and 
handling rope.

KNOT KNOW-HOW
How to tie the right knot for every job

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781898660989

Hardback • 114 x 171 mm • 128pp • £8.99

Steve Judkins & Tim Davison

TOP 10

Using sequential 
diagrams this book 
illustrates how to tie 
the most commonly-
used knots. Other 
topics include splices 
and whippings, 
choosing the right 
rope and the benefits 
of each knot.

KNOTS & SPLICES
The most commonly used knots
Steve Judkins & Tim Davison

ISBN: 9781909911000

Paperback • 114 x 171 mm • 64pp • £3.99

ILLUSTRATED SAIL & RIG TUNING
Genoa / mainsail trim, spinnaker & gennaker, rig tuning
Ivar Dedekam

ISBN: 9781898660675

A beautifully 
illustrated and well-
organised book showing you 
how to trim your sails and rig 
for maximum performance. 
Tackling the practical and 
realistic elements of tuning 
your boat as well as the theory 
of sail aerodynamics, the book 
covers the many variations in 
boat, sail and rig design. It has 
become the bible on tuning.

available
in ebookPaperback • 240 x 170 mm • 80pp • £13.99

TOP 10

SAIL AND RIG
The Tuning Guide
Magne Klann & Øyvind Bordal

ISBN: 9781912177103

The complete guide on 
how to trim sails and tune 
rigging for all conditions, 
making the boat sail faster 
and safer. This book should 
be part of every sailor’s basic 
kit. With hundreds of colour 
photographs and illustrations 
throughout it is suitable for 
all levels of experience.

Paperback • 240 x 172 mm • 192pp • £18.00

JIB TRIMMING
Get the best power & acceleration 
whether racing or cruising
Felix Marks 2nd edition

With 
photos and 
diagrams 
throughout, 
concepts 
covered 
range from 
lift, drag & 
sail shape 
to wind 
changes & 
sea state. 

ISBN: 9781909911253

Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 96pp 
£12.99

MAINSAIL TRIMMING
Get the best power & acceleration 
whether racing or cruising
Felix Marks

Uncover 
the secrets 
of mainsail 
trimming.
To simplify 
the subject, 
photos and 
illustrations 
are used 
throughout.

ISBN: 9780470516508

Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 104pp 
£14.99

RIGGING
Rig your boat right for racing or 
cruising
Danilo Fabbroni

Covering 
all aspects 
of standing 
and running 
rigging on a 
yacht of any 
size.

ISBN: 9780470725689
available
in ebook

Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 184pp 
£14.99

See full series on page 2
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START TO FINISH by Barry Pickthall

Step-by-step guides packed with hundreds of beautiful illustrations and photographs. From basic principles to 
advanced sailing, they’re great for both those new to the sport and experienced sailors wishing to develop their skills

An easy-to-follow, step-by-step 
guide that takes you through the 
basic principles, preparing to go 
to sea, your first voyage & safety at 
sea. It includes advice on choosing 
and buying a motorboat, essential 
equipment, boat handling, tides, 
weather & navigation, all taken 
from courses delivered by the UK’s 
biggest sailing school, the UKSA.

ISBN: 9781912177288
available
in ebookPaperback • 197 x 152 mm • 192pp • £16.99

MOTORBOATING 2nd edition

ISBN: 9781912177271

This easy-to-follow, step-by-step 
guide takes you through the basic 
principles, preparing to sail, your 
first sail & safety at sea. It includes 
advice on choosing and buying 
a yacht, essential equipment, 
boat handling, tides, weather & 
navigation, all taken from the 
courses delivered by the UK’s 
biggest sailing school, the UKSA.

YACHTING 2nd edition

available
in ebookPaperback • 197 x 152 mm • 208pp • £16.99

ISBN: 9781912621071

Dinghy Sailing is the perfect 
book if you are new to sailing & 
want to learn the basics, or are 
an experienced sailor who wants 
to broaden your skills & develop 
techniques. This step-by-step 
guide is packed with illustrations & 
photographs & contains everything 
you need to know, including basic 
principles, what to wear, preparing 
to sail, advanced sailing & racing. 

DINGHY SAILING              2nd edition

available
in ebookPaperback • 197 x 152 mm • 192pp • £16.99

START TO FINISH

From beginner to advanced: The perfect guide to improving your dinghy sailing, yachting or motorboating skills

NEW
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LOGBOOKS & NOTEBOOKS

LOGBOOK FOR CRUISING UNDER SAIL
John Mellor

A modern sailor’s logbook. Designed to last a full 
season, it allows space for electronic navigation 
information and narrative.

ISBN: 9780470746844

Hardback • £14.99

ISBN: 9781898660354

Paperback • £9.95

BOTH  297 x 210 mm • 96pp • price includes VAT

LOGBOOK FOR CRUISING UNDER POWER
Tom Willis & Tim Bartlett

The first cruising 
logbook specifically 
designed for navigators of 
powerboats. Suitable for both 
planing and displacement craft.

ISBN: 9780906754610

Hardback • 297 x 210 mm • 96pp • £14.99 (inc. VAT)

LOGBOOK FOR GPS NAVIGATION
Compact, for small chart tables

A compact cruising 
logbook specifically 
designed for GPS 
navigation and perfect 
for use on small chart 
tables. With space for 
passage planning, 
position plotting, 
narrative and notes.

Bill Anderson

ISBN: 9781909911185

Hardback • 177 x 245 mm • 96pp • £12.98 (inc. VAT)

waterproof notebooks
Ideal for sailing, canoeing, diving, hiking... and indeed 
any outdoor pursuit which may involve a spot of 
rain. Suitable for all writing tools, the pages can be 
re-used if writing with a pencil or chinagraph and 
eraser. The notebooks are spiral bound, allowing them 
to be opened out flat or folded all the way back on 
themselves while still remaining flat.

WATERPROOF NOTEBOOK LINED
Big brother to the best-selling 
Waterproof Notebook Pocket-
Sized, this larger version is lined 
on every right-hand page, 
allowing for more lengthy 
notes alongside sketches and 
diagrams. 

ISBN: 9781909911444

170 x 125 mm • 64pp 
£6.98 (inc. VAT)

Pocket-sized to easily store on your 
person, with blank pages allowing 
for maximum flexibility of use.

WATERPROOF NOTEBOOK POCKET-SIZED

ISBN: 9781898660804

126 x 85 mm • 64pp • £3.99 (inc. VAT)

TOP 10

TOP 20

PERSONALISED LOGBOOKS
Our Logbooks for Cruising under Sail & Power can be 
personalised with your boat’s or your name (& year if 
you would like). 

Hardback, gloss laminated with gold lettering.

Only available at www.fernhurstbooks.com

NEW

£27.99 (incl VAT)

Limited editions can be produced for yacht or sailing 
clubs. Contact us at fernhurst@fernhurstbooks.com 
to find out more.
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SAIL TO WIN

WIND STRATEGY
David Houghton & Fiona Campbell 4th edition

The wind powers everything 
a sailor does and this book 
will help you to understand 
it. As a result you will be more 
prepared for your race, able 
to anticipate changes in the 
wind better and know what 
to do when they come. This 
fourth edition is fully updated 
for modern forecasting and 
analyses 30 popular racing 
venues around the world.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911543

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 140pp • £14.99

HELMING TO WIN
How to be a winning helm
Nick Craig

A breakthrough book from 
the ‘Champion of Champions’, 
Nick Craig, which will 
catapult you from club racer 
to championship winner. 
Covering everything from 
where to look and getting 
‘in the groove’ to mental 
approaches and championship 
sailing, you will be working 
your way up the leaderboard 
in no time.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911222

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 72pp • £12.99

Taking a fresh look at the complex 
subject of racing to get you moving up 

the leaderboard
SAIL

TO WIN
SAIL

TO WIN

TACTICS TO WIN
Nick Craig

Unless you have unbeatable 
boatspeed, tactics are vital 
to winning races. Multi-
champion, Nick Craig, shows 
you how to develop a strategy 
and what tactics to adopt on 
every leg and at every mark of 
the course. He covers attacking 
and defensive tactics for all 
types of dinghy. Read this book 
to get ahead of competition on 
the race course.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912177097

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 96pp • £14.99

CREWING TO WIN
How to be the best crew & a great team
Saskia Clark

The ultimate crewing manual 
from a gold medal winning 
crew. Covering getting started 
as a crew & team, the skills a 
crew needs & how these can 
be utilised on the race course, 
along with the other roles, 
communication, decision 
making & execution that are 
needed during a race. 

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912177240

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 128pp • £16.99
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SAIL TO WIN

COACH YOURSELF TO WIN
Jon Emmett

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911215

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 84pp • £14.99

Succeed on the water whether 
your aim is club, national, 
international (or even Olympic) 
level. From targets, goal 
setting and a winning mental 
attitude to boat handling, 
strategy and tactics. Detailed 
analysis, challenging exercises 
and useful top tips throughout. 
Some content previously 
published in Emmett’s Be Your 
Own Sailing Coach.

TUNING TO WIN
Ian Pinnell

This book unravels the 
mystery of boat tuning and 
will improve your boatspeed. 
Since most races are won or 
lost by a difference of less than 
2% of racing time, you will 
soon be moving up the fleet. 
With photos and diagrams to 
illustrate every point, the book 
clearly explains what each 
control does and how to set it 
up for different conditions.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911482

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 112pp • £14.99

Explains simply what tactics 
you can apply around the 
race track with advice for 
the beginner, intermediate 
& advanced sailor. Individual 
boats are named to allow easy 
understanding. Chapters take 
you around the racecourse, 
from before you get on the 
water, through the pre-start, 
start & different legs. Originally 
published as Be Your Own 
Tactics Coach.

ISBN: 9781912177257

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 104pp • £14.99

TACTICS MADE SIMPLE   
Sailboat racing tactics explained simply
Jon Emmett

available
in ebook

TRAINING TO WIN   Training exercises for solo boats, 
groups & those with a coach
Jon Emmett

A book of training exercises 
for each element of a 
sailing race. Each exercise 
is described, illustrated & 
explained (the skills you are 
trying to improve & how to 
make it harder or easier). It 
will enable coaches to deliver 
better training sessions & 
those without a coach to train 
themselves, either alone or in 
a group.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912177219
Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 80pp • £14.99

OPTIMIST RACING   
A manual for sailors, parents & coaches
Steve Irish 3rd edition

Learn how to sail the world’s 
most popular junior sailing 
boat fast. Originally written by 
Ben Ainslie’s Optimist coach, 
this new edition has been 
completely updated by top 
coach Steve Irish. It shows 
how to achieve blistering 
boatspeed through technique 
and tuning, perfect boat 
handling and tactics as well 
as covering the mental and 
physical side.

ISBN: 9781912177189

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 120pp • £16.99
available
in ebook

The world’s most successful 
Olympic sailor’s only how-to 
book, revealing the secrets 
that won Sir Ben Ainslie his 
first gold medal. An invaluable 
guide as to how to perform 
at the top of the Laser class. 
Brimming with photos, this is a 
colourful and detailed account 
of how to dominate in your 
fleet.

ISBN: 9781912621026

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 84pp • £14.99

LASER CAMPAIGN MANUAL   Top tips from the 
world’s most successful Olympic sailor
Sir Ben Ainslie 2nd edition

available
in ebook

TOP 20
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THE ASYMMETRIC DINGHY BOOK
Asymmetric dinghies from start to finish
Andy Rice

Learn the secrets of sailing an 
asymmetric dinghy fast – be 
it an entry level boat or high-
performance skiff, single- or 
double-handed. Written by 
asymmetric championship-
winning sailor Andy Rice, with 
tips from over 13 of the world’s 
top asymmetric sailors. Follow 
the step-by-step guidance and 
enjoy being at one with your 
boat and the wind. 

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912621347 

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 128pp • £16.99

THE FOILING DINGHY BOOK
Dinghy foiling from start to finish
Alan Hillman

The International Moth led the 
way in dinghy foiling, attracting 
some of the world’s top sailors. 
Mastering foiling on this small 
and tricky-to-sail platform is 
difficult, but a number of other 
options are coming onto the 
market. This book teaches you 
how to fly a Moth and other 
foiling dinghies. Written by the 
founder of the Pro-Vela foiling 
sailing school.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912177035

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm •112pp • £16.99

THE CATAMARAN BOOK
Catamaran sailing from start to finish
Tom & Brian Phipps 4th edition

A well-rounded guide 
covering the techniques and 
skills needed to succeed in 
catamaran sailing, for those 
starting out through to those 
striving for championship 
wins. The book begins with key 
theory and seamanship skills, 
helps you to develop your skills, 
and onto advanced techniques 
and high performance cats.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911574

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 156pp • £16.99

THE TOPPER BOOK
Topper sailing from start to finish
Dave Cockerill & John Caig 2nd edition

Master how to rig, sail and 
race the Topper – right up to 
World Championship standard. 
Advice, go-fast tips, photo 
sequences and diagrams will 
teach you all about sailing, 
rigging, goal setting, preparing 
for events, mental attitude, 
tactics, racing, winning... and 
much more. 

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911147

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 128pp • £15.00

THE MIRROR BOOK
Mirror sailing from start to finish
Peter Aitken & Tim Davison 2nd edition

Learn how to sail the UK’s 
most iconic and best-loved 
dinghy. Packed full with 
practical advice and step-
by-step photographs, all 
the essentials are covered; 
from sailing theory and 
rigging to faster upwind and 
downwind sailing, plus the 
fundamentals of racing. A 
great guide whether you sail 
for fun or to win.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912177172

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 112pp • £16.99

THE LASER BOOK
Laser sailing from start to finish
Tim Davison 6th edition

The definitive Laser sailing 
manual covering the standard, 
radial and 4.7 rigs, new 
standard sail and top mast. 
Photo sequences of Jon Emmett 
and Lijia Xu show how to rig, 
launch and handle the boat on 
all points of sailing and in all 
wind strengths. Tim Davison 
then covers the rules you must 
know, and guides you round 
the race course. 

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912177042

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 128pp • £16.99

TOP 10

Published: April 2021

NEW

CLASS BOOKS
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NEW

ADVANCED RACING

ASYMMETRIC SAILING
Tips & advice from expert sailors
Andy Rice

Get ahead of the fleet 
with tips, advice and great 
shortcuts from expert 
sailors in a wide range of 
classes. There’s step-by-step 
guidance and every stage 
of asymmetric sailing is 
covered, including rigging 
& tuning, hoists, gybes 
& drops, tactics, survival 
sailing and advanced skills 
for solo and crewed boats.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9780470974261
Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 248pp • £14.99

If you want to win you 
need to get organised! Jon 
Emmett shows you how 
to set goals and form an 
action plan for achieving 
them. Learn how to rate 
yourself on racing’s key skills, 
then how to work on your 
weakest areas. Along the 
way you’ll find advice from 
Olympic sailors and exercises 
to make you a winner.

BE YOUR OWN SAILING COACH
20 goals for racing success
Jon Emmett

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781118315606

eBook only

A comprehensive programme 
to help master racecourse 
strategy and improve racing 
results. Clear diagrams ensure 
immediate understanding. 
The author is the Laser Radial 
2012 Olympic gold medal 
winning coach. Suitable for 
the beginner, intermediate 
and advanced sailor.

BE YOUR OWN TACTICS COACH
Improve your tactics on the water
Jon Emmett

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781119951353

eBook only 

SAIL SMART
Understand your instruments
Mark Chisnell

Onboard instruments 
present modern sailors with 
a wealth of information. 
This book explains what 
the numbers really mean, 
and turns this information 
into racing results. Master 
your instruments and make 
the right calls every time 
when judging tacks, shifts 
and tides.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781119942375

Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 102pp • £16.99

THE RULES IN PRACTICE 2021-2024
Bryan Willis

The racing rules bible for over 30 
years, completely updated for the 
2021 rules. Taking you through 
the key situations that occur 
repeatedly on the racecourse, 
this essential guide explains the 
rights and obligations of each boat 
in turn. With a new chapter on 
luffing and keeping clear and 20 
new scenarios. It also contains the 
complete Racing Rules of Sailing, 
with all the Appendices.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912621231

Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 160pp • £17.99

TOP 10
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PRACTICAL COMPANIONS

RACING RULES COMPANION 
2021-2024

An invaluable 
reference guide 
to the essentials of the 
latest racing rules. Basic 
principles, definitions and 
rules are summarised; 
every part of a race 
is covered, including 
starts, mark rounding 
and obstructions. With 
diagrams 
throughout.
ISBN: 9781912621248

available
in ebook

available
in ebook

Spiral bound • splash-proof • 222 x 80 
mm • 24pp • £10.00

All you need to know 
about team racing, 
whether it be 2-, 3- or 
4-boat. This handy 
guide covers the rules, 
practising effectively, 
building a great team 
and how to become 
champion team racers.

TEAM RACING 
Chris Atkins

ISBN: 9781909911116

ISBN: 9781912177264

INTRODUCTION TO RACING
Fernhurst Books

Key things you need 
to know to start 
racing or refresh your 
knowledge. Covering 
the essentials: rules, 
start, points of sail, 
mark rounding, 
finishing, protests & 
flags in an easy-to-
understand format.

Spiral bound • splash-proof • 222 x 80 
mm • 24pp • £7.99

Handy splash-proof 24-page reference guides containing all the essential information for when you 
need it most.

ABOVE  Spiral bound • splash-proof • 222 x 80 mm • 24pp • £7.99

ISBN: 9781912621064

WIND COMPANION
David Houghton & Fiona Campbell

ISBN: 9781912621033

SPLICING COMPANION
Gareth Lincoln

A compact, handy 
guide to splicing 
modern braided ropes 
on a racing sailboat. 
Includes where to use 
them, how to splice 
them & the tools you 
need.

A handy guide to the 
principles of how the 
wind works, and how 
it can be used when 
racing. Allows you to 
visualise the invisible 
and work out how the 
forecasts will affect 
your race course.

  Bryan Willis
KNOT COMPANION
Tim Davison & Steve Judkins

An essential, practical 
guide to tying knots. 
It covers the ten key 
knots everyone should 
know, plus coiling and 
throwing a rope, and 
whipping.

ISBN: 9780470061695
Spiral bound • splash-proof • 222 x 80 
mm • 24pp • £7.99

PRACTICAL
COMPANIONS

TOP 10
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This clear, concise 
and highly illustrated 
introduction to 
the sport of sailing 
will soon have you 
skimming over the 
water. The book 
covers how to handle 
a dinghy safely on 

your own in sheltered waters, and technicalities such 
as rigging, launching, manoeuvres, capsize drill and 
more.

SAILING FOR KIDS
Tim Davison & Steve Kibble 2nd edition

Aimed at children aged 8-15, 
this straightforward guide 
is the perfect introduction 
to the sport of sailing. It is 
based on the Optimist, the 
most popular children’s 
sailing dinghy worldwide, 
and endorsed by the UK 
Optimist Class Association. 
Topics covered range from 
what to wear to preparing 
to race.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911260

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 48pp • £10.99

TEACH DINGHY SAILING
Gaz Harrison

Learn how to teach 
people to sail safely and 
effectively. For every 
concept introduced there 
are both on- and off-the-
water advice. Covering 
the basics of teaching 
plus additional tips, 
this is suitable for those 
embarking on a career 
teaching sailing, as well 
as for parents of sailing 
youngsters.
ISBN: 9780470725504

Paperback • 210 x 170 mm • 152pp • £14.99
available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912621071

DINGHY SAILING
Start to Finish
Barry Pickthall                     2nd edition

Paperback • 197 x 152 mm • 192pp • £16.99
available
in ebook

Dinghy Sailing is the perfect 
book if you are new to 
sailing & want to learn the 
basics, or an experienced 
sailor who wants to 
broaden your skills. This 
step-by-step guide is 
packed with illustrations 
& photographs to explain 
basic principles, what to 
wear, preparing to sail, 
advanced sailing & racing. 

START SAILING
Andy Smith & Tim Davison

ISBN: 9781898660552

Paperback • 114 x 169 mm • 64pp • £4.99

RACING: A BEGINNER’S GUIDE
John Caig & Tim Davison

Aimed at both helms 
and crew, this book will 
give a flying start to 
your competitive career, 
whatever your class of 
boat and experience. 
Starting with the basics 
of choosing a boat and 
where to race, you will be 
introduced to the rules 
of racing and learn about 
tactics, training, strategy 
& tuning & rigging.
ISBN: 9781912177615

eBook only
available
in ebook

LEARN TO SAIL

SAILING: A BEGINNER’S GUIDE
Tim Hore NEW

Published: June 2021

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912621361 

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • £16.99

Get afloat, learn to sail and 
start having fun using the 
step-by-step advice, photo 
sequences and diagrams. 
This jargon-free guide allows 
complete novices to get out on 
the water with the minimum 
of fuss. One- and two-person 
dinghies are covered, along 
with rigging, knots, safety, 
handling and much more. 
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SAILING, YACHTS & YARNS
Tom Cunliffe

A selection of 
British sailing 
legend Tom 
Cunliffe’s most 
entertaining 
outspoken 
& instructive 
writing from 
the pages 
of Yachting 
Monthly 
magazine.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781119992837
Hardback • 235 x 158 mm 
256pp • £15.99

KNOX-JOHNSTON ON SAILING
Sir Robin Knox-Johnston

A collection of distilled 
wisdom, acute observation 
and fascinating anecdotes 
from one of Britain’s greatest 
living sailors. The spotlight falls 
upon the great ocean races 
and the brave men and women 
who compete in them. Knox-
Johnston considers the lessons 
of seamanship he’s learned, 
and considers the future of 
sailing for all yachtsmen.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9780470972519

Hardback • 229 x 159 mm • 224pp • £14.99

QUALITY TIME?   
Mike Peyton 2nd edition

Celebrating 
the life of 
Mike Peyton, 
‘the world’s 
greatest 
yachting 
cartoonist’, 
with 80 of 
his unique 
cartoons. 
With tributes 
from well 
known sailors.

ISBN: 9781912177011
Paperback • 240 x 170 mm 
96pp • £14.99

available
in ebook

SAILING LEGENDS

KNOX-JOHNSTON ON SEAMANSHIP & 
SEAFARING
Sir Robin Knox-Johnston 

Sir Robin Knox-Johnston 
shares the lessons he has 
learned on seamanship in 
the 50 years since he set off 
on the first non-stop solo 
circumnavigation. He also 
reminisces on memorable 
boats, races and places he 
has experienced in his last 50 
years of seafaring. The book is 
introduced by an original piece 
reflecting on the last 50 years.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912177141

Hardback • 235 x 159 mm • 224pp • £14.99

RACUNDRA’S FIRST CRUISE
Arthur Ransome 2nd edition

Arthur Ransome’s account 
of his beloved Racundra’s 
maiden voyage from Latvia to 
Finland, via the Moon Sound 
and Reval (Tallinn) in Estonia 
and back, which took place in 
late summer 1922. Edited and 
compiled by Brian Hammett, 
this edition uses the original 
text from the 1923 book in its 
entirety, along with a treasure 
trove of additional writings and 
photographs.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911239

Paperback • 235 x 150 mm • 258pp • £16.99

RACUNDRA’S THIRD CRUISE
Arthur Ransome 2nd edition

A fascinating account of the 
honeymoon cruise of Arthur 
Ransome, after his marriage 
to Trotsky’s secretary, Evgenia 
Shelepina, in 1924. Compiled 
from Ransome’s unpublished 
manuscript, hand-written 
notes, diaries, logbooks and 
photographs along with Brian 
Hammett’s own experience of 
the area.

ISBN: 9781912177110

Paperback • 235 x 150 mm • 128pp • £14.99
available
in ebook

DICK CARTER: YACHT 
DESIGNER

An auto-
biography 
by Dick 
Carter 
recounting 
his life, the 
boats he 
designed 
and his 
influence 
on yacht 
design. 

ISBN: 9781912621316 
Hardback • 254 x 212 mm • 328pp • 
£40.00

Dick Carter NEW

Published: April 2021
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MAKING WAVES

Making Waves

THE FIRST INDIAN
The first Indian solo circumnavigation under sail
Dilip Donde

The story of one man’s struggle to 
achieve his dream. In May 2010 Cdr 
Dilip Donde earned his place in 
India’s maritime history by becoming 
the first Indian to solo circumnavigate 
under sail. The book chronicles Dilip’s 
progress from building the boat to 
completing the voyage.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911499

Paperback • 198 x 129 mm • 304pp • £10.99

GOLDEN LILY
Asia’s first dinghy sailing Gold Medallist
Lijia Xu

A autobiography giving a rare insight 
into a shocking world of relentless 
physical training and unquestioning 
mental compliance. Lijia’s heart-felt 
account takes you on her journey from 
physical disabilities and debilitating 
injuries to learning to think for herself, 
going on to achieve her dream of 
becoming an Olympic gold medallist.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911475

Paperback • 198 x 129 mm • 208pp • £9.99

IN BED WITH THE ATLANTIC
A young woman battles anxiety to sail the Atlantic circuit
Kitiara Pascoe

A travel memoir of a young woman 
who had not stepped on a yacht prior 
to sailing over 18,000 miles with her 
partner across the Atlantic to the 
Caribbean and back over 3 years. She 
doubted her abilities and suffered 
from anxiety but discovered that it 
is only when you take risks that you 
connect with the world and oneself.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912177165

Paperback • 198 x 129 mm • 246pp • £11.99

The real lives of sporting heroes on, in & under the water

LAST VOYAGES
The lives & tragic loss of remarkable sailors who never returned
Nicholas Gray

Eleven original, moving accounts 
which celebrate the lives and recount 
the final voyages of well-known 
yachtsmen, all friends of or known 
to the author. Including racers like 
Eric Tabarly and Rob James, cruisers 
and adventurers like Peter Tangvald 
and Bill Tilman, and the ill-prepared 
Donald Crowhurst.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911550

Paperback • 198 x 129 mm • 240pp • £9.99

A WILD CALL
One man’s voyage in pursuit of freedom
Martyn Murray 

A personal account of the discovery of 
freedom through sail. Falling in love 
with an old ketch, Murray restored 
her and cruised the Western Isles of 
Scotland with one goal: St Kilda – the 
remotest part of the British Isles. He 
achieved this through the teeth of a 
storm, allowing him to consider the 
extent to which the cragsmen on this 
remote island were free.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912177028

Paperback • 198 x 129 mm • 352pp • £11.99

SAILING AROUND BRITAIN
A weekend sailor’s voyage in 50 day sails
Kim C. Sturgess 2nd edition

Kim Sturgess was a casual sailor who 
had never attempted a substantial 
expedition. Reaching the age of 50, 
he decided to sail around Britain. He 
broke the voyage down into day sails, 
making it achievable for him, largely 
single-handed, and for many other 
weekend sailors who might dream of 
sailing around their home island.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912177059

Paperback • 198 x 129 mm • 248pp • £11.99
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ULTIMATE SURFING ADVENTURES
Alf Alderson

A thrilling ride around the world’s best surfing 
spots. Stunning full-page photography 
puts you at the heart of the action, while 
inspirational descriptions illustrate why each 
break is so unique. The perfect book for 
planning your next safari, or simply to indulge 
in some armchair surfing of breaks that only the 
most adventurous will ride.

Paperback • 255 x 196 mm • 208pp • £20.00

ISBN: 9780470710838

ULTIMATE FISHING ADVENTURES
Henry Gilbey

A remarkable journey visiting destinations 
from Alaska to New Zealand. Fly, lure and 
bait fishing in rivers, oceans and lakes; from 
deftly dropping a fly in front of a hungry 
trout to shaking with fear at a rampaging 
giant trevally, this book covers it all. Striking 
photography accompanies each adventure.

134 135

Arabian sea

Oman

U.A.E.

Qatar

Iran

OMAN

Arabian Sea

Best times to fish
Fishing is good all year 
round, but the best times 
are around the middle of 
September to the end of 
April, when the monsoon 
winds are not blowing

Fishing methods
Lure, bait and fly

Getting there
Salalah is a good airport 
to head for in Oman, and 
some operations will 
bring you in from Dubai

Tips and tricks
Learn some very, very 
good knots for joining 
heavy braided mainlines 
to strong leaders. GTs tear 
inferior tackle to pieces

OMAN, MIDDLE EAST
These tranquil Indian Ocean waters conceal a dark
secret in the shape of some seriously powerful fish

Oman, or the Sultanate of Oman as it is officially called, is washed by the warm waters 
of the Indian Ocean, and along much of the coastline there is virtually no fishing pressure at 
all. Oman is an extremely friendly and easily accessible country to visit, but off its shores swim 
some of the most unfriendly and brutally powerful species of fish around. Oman is fast becoming 
known as one of the best places in the world to go and chase really large, potentially 100lb plus 
giant trevally, or GTs, as they are more commonly known. You might also end up tangling with 
tuna, various billfish species and even some big sand sharks/guitar fish off the beaches. It is in the 
southern part of the country where the best of the fishing tends to take place, with the Hallaniyat 
Islands that lie offshore being a particularly good area to go and battle with big GTs.

There are few species of fish on this planet that will hit a surface lure with such aggression, 
power and ferocity as a GT does. Even with all the strongest and most hi-tech gear available, a big 

GT is still going to create carnage for the lucky (or is that unlucky?) angler who hooks one off  
the top. It takes huge skill, determination and no amount of luck to stop a big fish breaking you off 
on structure. Like many predators, GTs love structure, features and current for hunting their prey, 
and southern Oman has all this and more. An area like the Hallaniyat Islands offers all the GT 
water you could ever hope to find, with numerous reefs, shallows and deep drop-offs that these 
fish just thrive on. It is also possible to speed or vertical jig the deeper water for various grouper 
species as well as for another of the world’s bully-boy saltwater species, the amberjack. GTs off 
the top and then amberjack down deep would be enough to reduce any angler to a quivering 
wreck, but off southern Oman you equally stand a good chance of raising a sailfish or a marlin  
on trolled lures. Big mahi mahi might also be lurking around any floating flotsam you come  
across on the surface.

If you would rather do some shore fishing for a few smaller species that are not going to try 
and break you as much as a GT, then you might end up connected to a bluefish, barracuda, 
spangled emperor, grouper or queenfish. However, if you want more of a challenge, then consider 
going night fishing for some big sand sharks or guitar fish, as they are sometimes known.

available
in ebook

TOP 10

Paperback • 255 x 196 mm • 208pp • £20.00
ISBN: 9781119962663

ULTIMATE ADVENTURES

ULTIMATE DIVING ADVENTURES
Len Deeley & Karen Gargani

Discover classic dives, secret spots, dramatic 
wrecks and sites where the marine life has to 
be seen to be believed. With expert guidance 
and stunning full-page photography, journey 
through the depths to find 100 amazing 
underwater encounters.

ULTIMATE
ADVENTURES

100 adventures around the world

Softback • 260 x 201 mm • 224pp • £20.00

ISBN: 9780470744925
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NEW

ULTIMATE ADVENTURES

ULTIMATE SAILING ADVENTURES
Alf Alderson

ISBN: 9781118422564

eBook only

ULTIMATE CANOE & KAYAK ADVENTURES
Eugene Buchanan, Jason Smith & James Weir

This book has something for everyone, from 
whitewater adrenaline junkie to extreme 
sea kayaker. The adventures cover every sort 
of paddling venue from mountain chasms, 
gentle rivers and lakes to crashing surf, 
dramatic coasts and the oceans beyond them. 
Stunning photography on every spread.

ISBN: 9781119991243

Paperback • 255 x 196 mm • 208pp • £20.00
available
in ebook

available
in ebook

ULTIMATE SKIING ADVENTURES
Alf Alderson

ISBN: 9781912621224

TOP 20

Paperback • 255 x 196 mm • 208pp • £20.00
available
in ebook

Take a skiing voyage around the world’s 
biggest, best and most unusual ski 
destinations – from the huge mega-resorts 
of the French Alps to sailing along Iceland’s 
north coast in search of great snow. 
Inspirational descriptions of 100 adventures 
and stunning full-page photography will 
help you plan your next ski trip or indulge in 
armchair skiing. 

This book takes you from Lake Titicaca to the Arctic Circle and from the turquoise waters 
of the Caribbean to the icebergs and mountainous seas of the Southern Ocean. Try an eco-
charter in Thailand or step aboard the sexiest yacht in the world. Lively writing puts you at 
the helm while stunning photography brings each adventure to life.

ULTIMATE
ADVENTURES

100 adventures around the world
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AMAZING STORIES

AMAZING SAILING STORIES
True adventures from the high seas
Dick Durham 2nd edition

A wonderful 
collection of sailing 
stories from around 
the world. Journey 
around gale-whipped 
headlands, survive 
mountainous seas 
and discover the 
delights of cruising 
among the islands of 
a tropical paradise. 
The exploits of 
sailing’s greatest 
names are recounted, 
along with an eclectic 
mix of voyages that 
never made the 
headlines.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911505

Paperback • 229 x 152 mm • 272pp • £12.99

AMAZING FISHING STORIES
Incredible tales from stream to open sea
Paul Knight 2nd edition

A treasure trove of 
dramatic and poetic 
true tales covering 
every style of fishing; 
from the magic touch 
of the fly to blood 
and thunder battles 
with monsters of 
the deep. Embark 
on a journey from 
Scottish streams 
to shark infested 
seas and from the 
frozen tundra to 
tropical reefs. Perfect 
for all fishermen, 
everywhere.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911161

Paperback • 229 x 152 mm • 264pp • £12.99

AMAZING DIVING STORIES
Incredible tales from deep beneath the sea
John Bantin 2nd edition

A collection of 
compelling true 
diving stories from 
across the globe. 
From thrilling 
wreck discoveries 
to encounters with 
the bizarre and the 
beautiful, tales of 
the exciting and 
the extreme rub 
shoulders with more 
poetic pieces about 
the people and 
places that make up 
the folklore of this 
fascinating sport.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911154

Paperback • 229 x 152 mm • 280pp • £12.99

AMAZING SURFING STORIES
Tales of incredible waves & remarkable riders
Alex Wade

This eclectic mix 
of real-life surfing 
stories has something 
for everyone, from 
classic tales of 
monster waves and 
epic battles to stories 
of when life among 
the breakers goes 
wrong. There are 
accounts of death 
and disaster as well as 
bravery and triumph. 
Discover perfect 
breaks and beautiful 
beaches along with 
the most bizarre and 
extreme of surfing 
tales.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781119942542

Hardback • 235 x 159 mm • 228pp • £14.99

amazing STORIES

TOP 10
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SHARK BYTES
Tales of diving with the bizarre & the beautiful
John Bantin

In this beautiful book, 
diving veteran John Bantin 
recounts spectacular 
diving experiences with 
several species of sharks 
and other marine animals. 
Accompanied by his own 
stunning photography, the 
encounters show the reader 
what it is like to get up close 
and personal to these bizarre 
and beautiful creatures.

16 Shark Bytes 17The Great Hammerhead

They don’t school in social groups like the much smaller and very skittish scalloped 
hammerheads that divers often get so excited to see, neither do they back down when they see a 
diver. These are lone hunters that roam the colder currents of tropical seas, which is why a good 
place to encounter them is on the Gulf Stream where it runs close to the islands of The Bahamas. 
Even so, it’s only during a short window in winter when the water is at its coldest, that these 
magnificent nomadic animals migrate by on their way north.

It’s at this time that so-called ‘brave and intrepid’ shark fishermen head out from Florida 
to get themselves a big shark and the dose of machismo they feel they need to get from doing so.

“I’ve killed hundreds of them over the years,” claimed a fisherman at North Bimini marina in 
the Bahamas. “They’re dangerous man-eaters and I’m doing the world a favour.” 

It’s all very sad because nothing could be further from the truth. They are big animals with 
a lot of teeth but they appear to pose no threat to either swimmers or divers.

Bimini is the site of the Shark Lab, run by iconic Dr. ‘Sonny’ Gruber of the Shark Research 
Institute. With the Gulf Stream passing close by the island it’s a good place to study a wide range 
of sharks. 

Stuart Cove’s girlfriend went to do voluntary work with the Shark Lab and discovered that 
they were tagging great hammerheads. The volunteers, mainly girls like Liz, were free-diving with 
these big animals and attaching tags to them. It seems they were not the man-killers they were 
made out to be.

Armed with that information, in February 2013 we went to Bimini with Stuart Cove, Bahamian 
born and ‘Mr Shark’ to those in the world of movies. Contrary to common misconception, Stuart 
Cove is not a place. He’s a person. He’s been encouraging sharks to come up close to cameras 
since the making of that scene when Sean Connery as James Bond 007 had a close encounter 
with a tiger shark when he dived into the wreck of the ‘Tears of Allah’. Stuart Cove has been the 
shark-wrangler on nearly every movie that has featured sharks since then.

We weren’t alone. There were some very well known wildlife cameramen who came along 
too, including award-winning Andy Brandy Casagrande IV and Frazier Nivens. Video-maker Mark 
Rackley and his girlfriend Cat Rockett preferred to free-dive with the sharks. Half-a-dozen other 
keen video pros, several with expensive Red Epic cameras, joined us too, so you can guess YouTube 
was soon to be flooded with footage gained in that short window of opportunity.

What do great hammerheads eat? They search the sand in the shallow waters of the backreefs 
for their favourite food source, southern stingrays. They munch through these oblivious to the 
poisonous spines that the rays impale in their tormentors in a vain attempt at defence. Many of 
the sharks we saw had the unmistakable evidence of this with spines still lodged around their 
mouths.

We didn’t have access to any stingray carcasses but Stuart’s crew had managed to acquire 
sacks of parrotfish heads and barracuda cleanings from the local fishing dock and these would 
have to do when it came to shark bait.

People don’t eat barracuda for fear of lethal ciguatera poisoning and the sacks of parrotfish 

heads were labelled ‘grouper heads’, something to bear in mind when ordering grouper fillets in 
restaurants in that part of the world.

Sharks don’t simply turn up without reason. The right bait is important. As Liz jokingly likes 
to say, “They are not like dolphins. You can’t simply do yoga at the back of the boat and expect 
them to appear.”

Besides the obvious feeling of trepidation felt when getting into the water with big and 
unpredictable predators, there was also the worry that none would actually turn up. We got out 
to the magic spot where Stuart anticipated they might come to and started chumming the water 
with scrapings from the barracuda. Scales and tiny bits of barracuda flesh drifted away on the 
current over the deep wall and a nervous couple of hours passed before the first dark tell-tale 
shape became ominously silhouetted against the white sand below. These boys were big. 

With a gentle current persistently pushing across a soft white sandy bottom, we rigged a long 
rope held in place by Danforth anchors to give us something to keep us on station. Everybody 
was sworn to a code that included never chasing after a shark. We then divided ourselves into two 
groups and had forty-five minutes at one time in the water.

182 Shark Bytes 183Manta Mania

manner of different types of wrasses, gather up from the reef under its wings and dart in and out 
of its gill slits like so many service technicians under a great aircraft. This is a manta’s cleaning 
station and I am lying under it.

Another great animal arrives and starts a queue. It patiently waits and contents itself by 
doing a few barrel-rolls, its mouth agape, feeding on the plentiful plankton that spoils the clarity 
of the water, guiding the food in with its unfurled lobes. The first manta moves off and the next 
is in place, this one adorned with twinned remoras; missiles under-slung its delta wings. Its big 
black eyes have a certain knowing look. These animals are used to meeting divers.

Then there is another manta and another. Trying for that elusive wide-angle close-up shot, 
I raise myself too far from the protection of my trench and get lifted by unseen hands. I’m taken 

by the never ending flow of plankton-rich water that rushes from inside the atoll and am sent 
irresistibly onwards down the reef top.

I get the hook tucked in again and manage to stop before I’m sent off into mid-water at 
the reef end, and then I’m tethered, flying like a kite. But it’s only for a moment while I pause to 
rethink my plan. Five, six, now seven cloaked behemoths have passed me and are queuing up at 
the cleaning station, but I’m getting nothing but rear views in the planktonic haze.

I drag myself down over the edge of the reef and laboriously pull myself back along it half 
a metre at a time, sticking my hook into solid rock where I can, like a dagger. I am careful to stay 
below the level of the mantas, my exhaled air bubbles swept away from me horizontally in a way 
that does not disturb them. And once I think I am far enough up current I swim the few metres 
that take me back on top of the reef and allow myself to be swept back down towards my quarry, 
camera ready for those important head-on shots. This exercise is repeated two or three more 
times until I am out of film, and then, as usual, something very special happens.

Two mantas wheel and roll, cavorting and pirouetting together, belly to belly, in a graceful 
synchronised ballet. It’s as captivating to watch as it is to participate in. These two majestically 
sensuous animals are engaged in a mating ritual which I watch, mesmerised and shameless.

Mantas (Manta birostris) are the largest of the family of rays; elasmobranchs, part of the 
family of cartilaginous fishes that includes sharks. Mantas are plankton feeders, filtering the water 
through plates on their gill openings. Pan-tropical, the largest can weigh in at up to 2,000kg. 
Usually white on the underside but with dark patches often covering the upper side, the manta 
ray has large feeding flaps or lobes which it can carry rolled up so that they look like horns. It can 
deploy them in order to direct food into its cavernous mouth. The smaller but otherwise similar 
mobular ray does not have these large flaps. A true pelagic species, mantas are often found drawn 
in numbers to their food source at the entrances to underwater channels where plankton-rich 
water from an atoll’s tropical lagoon empties into the ocean. 

*

2012. Nineteen years later, I was back for one of a number of repeat visits that was probably by now 
in double figures. There are Madivarus or ‘manta points’ all around the Maldives but my favourite 
is the one that’s famous as the Rangali Madivaru. It has never let me down for a manta encounter. 
Manta rays are intelligent and sociable animals that can gather in groups at places they favour 
where little fish feed on the parasites that frequent their skin and gill-rakers, and give them a 
good cleaning.

It’s best when there’s a strong current running and the mantas approach the reef like so 
many aircraft lining up to land at London’s Heathrow. This time I go in equipped with my hands-
free propulsion device, my Pegasus Thruster, strapped to my tank. This time it’s Norwegian dive 
guide Hal from Euro Divers who’s in for the ‘cardio’ dive, in attempting to be my official buddy 
and keep up with me, while I’m powering effortlessly in the powerful flow of water.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781909911451

Softback • 242 x 196 mm • 224pp • £17.99

UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY
For compact camera users
Maria Munn

A step-by-step guide to taking 
professional quality underwater 
photographs with a point-and-
shoot camera. From which 
camera to buy to mastering 
settings to composing great 
photographs, easy-to-follow 
techniques are accompanied 
by hundreds of photographs 
that show you both how it is 
done and the results that can be 
achieved.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781118345559

Paperback • 210 x 150 mm • 176pp • £17.99

SWIM SMOOTH
The complete coaching system for swimmers & triathletes
Paul Newsome & Adam Young

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781119963196

Paperback • 253 x 195 mm • 336pp • £17.99

TOP 10

Transform your technique and 
become a better swimmer 
with this remarkable approach 
to freestyle swimming. For 
both fitness and competitive 
swimmers, explain what 
makes a successful stroke and 
how to develop your own.

The Swim Smooth approach, 
developed by consultants 
to the gold medal winning 
British Triathlon team, helps 
you identify the strengths and 
weaknesses and provides drill 
and training tips to make the 
most of your time in the water.

Technique, fitness training, 
racing skills and open water 
swimming are all covered, 
with photographs and 3D 
graphics helping you to put 
theory into practice.

DIVING & SWIMMING
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BEGINNER’S GUIDES

The first UK how-to 
book on Stand Up 
Paddleboarding: a 
perfect introduction. 
It shows you how 
to SUP: launching, 
the correct stance, 
paddling, turning 
and landing. It 
advises you how 
to choose your 
equipment and 
look after it. It talks 
about weather and 
safety issues and 
the main types of 
SUP: touring, racing, 
surfing and yoga / 
fitness. 

STAND UP PADDLEBOARDING: A 
BEGINNER’S GUIDE
Simon Bassett

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 48pp • £10.99

ISBN: 9781912177974
available
in ebook

BEGINNER’S GUIDES
SURFING: A BEGINNER’S GUIDE
Alf Alderson 3rd edition

Surfing: A Beginner’s 
Guide has been the 
go-to surf book for 
beginners since 
1996. This third 
edition, now with 
the endorsement 
of Surfing England, 
takes you through 
all the vital steps 
to become a surfer: 
you will learn where 
to surf, when to surf 
and how to surf 
safely.

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912177127

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 104pp • £14.99

INFLATABLE KAYAKING: 
A BEGINNER’S GUIDE
Chris Scott

SAILING: A BEGINNER’S GUIDE
Tim Hore

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 48pp • £10.99

ISBN: 9781912621323 
available
in ebook

A perfect 
introduction to 
inflatable kayaking, 
describing the 
different types of IKs 
before showing you 
the on-the-water 
skills to enjoy your 
kayaking. It covers 
the gear you’ll need 
and how to maintain 
and repair it. It 
explains where you 
can kayak and how 
to do so safely. You’ll 
love getting out in 
the fresh air and 
paddling, at one with 
nature. 

TOP 20 NEW

NEW

Published: June 2021

Published: April 2021

available
in ebook

ISBN: 9781912621361 

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • £16.99

Get afloat, learn 
to sail and start 
having fun using the 
step-by-step advice, 
photo sequences 
and diagrams. This 
jargon-free guide 
allows complete 
novices to get out 
on the water with 
the minimum of 
fuss. One- and two-
person dinghies 
are covered, along 
with rigging, knots, 
safety, handling and 
much more. 
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CLASSIC YACHTING

KEELBOAT & SPORTSBOAT RACING
Winning through Understanding
Glyn Charles

This book is perfect for dinghy 
sailors moving up to keelboats; 
yachtsmen trying their hand 
at something more lively; and 
indeed anyone trying to get to 
the front of the fleet. A former 
Olympic Star helmsman shows 
you how to tune your rig, 
execute manoeuvres and tame 
the spinnaker.

ISBN: 9781898660378

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 96pp • £12.95

RACING SKIPPER
Techniques to Make You a Winner
Mike Golding

Raise your game and get to 
the front of the fleet with the 
help of Admiral’s Cup skipper 
Mike Golding. From boat 
preparation, instrumentation 
and race strategy to leadership, 
motivation and securing a 
committed and effective team, 
this book will teach you that 
there is more to winning yacht 
races than sailing fast.

ISBN: 9781898660576

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 128pp • £13.95

RACING CREW
Malcolm McKeag & Bill Edgerton

Learn exactly how to perform all 
of a yacht’s crewing jobs safely, 
smartly and fast. Newcomers 
to yacht racing – both cruising 
sailors and dinghy crews – will 
find this especially useful. Gain 
the knowledge that will give 
you the confidence to join a 
new crew, perform well, and be 
asked back!

ISBN: 9781898660163

Paperback • 240 x 170 mm • 96pp • £12.95

STAYING PUT! THE ART OF ANCHORING
Brian Fagan

Approaching anchoring as an 
art, this book replaces guesswork 
with sound judgement and 
careful observation. Everything 
from selection of ground tackle 
and basic anchoring techniques 
to what to do when you drag 
and mooring in Mediterranean 
harbours is covered.

ISBN: 9780963463524

Paperback • 214 x 135 mm • 112pp • £9.95

GPS AFLOAT
GPS Navigation Made Simple
Bill Anderson

This book explains, to the 
novice or traditional navigator, 
what the Global Positioning 
System can and cannot do. 
You will learn about choosing 
a set; position fixing; outputs; 
waypoint navigation; passage 
making and pilotage. It covers 
checking your results using 
traditional navigation, common 
sense and the Mark 1 Eyeball.

ISBN: 9781898660934

Paperback • 240 x 171 mm • 128pp • £14.99

THE BEAUFORT SCALE COOKBOOK
All-Weather Boat Cuisine
June Raper

Over 100 practical tried 
and tested recipes for 
cooking on a boat. Each is 
indexed by wind strength 
to help you make tasty, 
nutritious and easy dishes 
in a blow, or something 
more elaborate on a calm 
day. Previously published 
as Boat Cuisine.

ISBN: 9781909911246

Paperback • 213 x 186 mm • 96pp • £12.99
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CLASSIC SAILING

GIPSY MOTH IV
A Legend Sails Again
Paul Gelder

The definitive history of a 
sailing icon; 2017 marked the 
50th anniversary of her record 
breaking circumnavigation 
with Sir Francis Chichester at 
the helm. The story of the rise, 
fall and triumphant rise again 
of Gipsy Moth. With exclusive 
photographs of the boat, 
the restoration project and 
dramatic images from both of 
her epic voyages.

ISBN: 9780470724439

Hardback • 252 x 195 mm • 256pp • £25.00

THE ESSENCE OF CRUISING
Des Sleightholme 

This book 
contains a mass 
of sea wisdom on 
skippering, crewing, 
seamanship, 
navigation, safety 
and weather. 
Containing over 200 
pieces of cruising 
lore, this book will 
make your voyage 
easier, safer and 
more fun.

ISBN: 9781898660842

Hardback • 120 x 155 mm • 160pp • £8.95

THE SAILOR’S LITTLE BOOK
Sayings of the Sea
Basil Mosenthal 2nd edition

The well-known 
nautical medley 
combined with 
wit and wisdom 
for present-day 
sailors acquired 
by the author 
over a lifetime 
sailing. Serious 
advice blends 
with humorous 
anecdotes in 
essential bunk-side 
(or bedside) reading.ISBN: 9780470059708

Paperback • 114 x 150mm • 160pp • £6.99

AN AVERAGE WAR
Eighth Army to Red Army
Mike Peyton

Yachting’s favourite cartoonist’s 
fascinating memoir of his 
wartime adventures and 
experiences. Initially fighting in 
the Western Desert, he was held 
in Germany before escaping 
to fight with the Russians. 
With a grave sense of humour, 
Peyton takes you through the 
horror and death he witnessed, 
alongside the camaraderie and 
excitement.

ISBN: 9781909911123

Paperback • 211 x 148 mm • 136pp • £12.99

SAILING: A BEGINNER’S MANUAL
John Driscoll

The perfect introduction to 
the sport of sailing. Learn how 
the wind drives sails, how 
to use the sails to drive the 
boat and how to rescue the 
situation if things get out of 
hand. The book also covers 
clothing and safety; launching 
and landing; mooring and 
anchoring, and is lavishly 
illustrated throughout.

ISBN: 9780906754283

Paperback • 244 x 186 mm • 48pp • £7.95

KAYAKING: A BEGINNER’S GUIDE
Nigel Foster

This lavishly-illustrated, 
clearly-written guide will have 
you out on the water fast, 
and in safety. It covers how 
to get started, the equipment 
you’ll need, launching, how 
to control the boat, basic 
manoeuvres, what to do if you 
capsize, the Eskimo roll and 
rescue procedures.

ISBN: 9781898660521

Paperback • 244 x 185 mm • 64pp • £8.99


